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POLYNOMIAL EXTENSIONS OF IDF-DOMAINS
AND OF IDPF-DOMAINS
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(Communicated by Bernd Ulrich)

Abstract. An integral domain is IDF if every non-zero element has only
ﬁnitely many non-associate irreducible divisors. We investigate when R IDF
implies that the ring of polynomials R[T ] is IDF. This is true when R is
Noetherian and integrally closed, in particular when R is the coordinate ring
of a non-singular variety. Some coordinate rings R of singular varieties also
give R[T ] IDF. Analogous results for the related concept of IDPF are also
given. The main result on IDF in this paper states that every countable
domain embeds in another countable domain R such that R has no irreducible
elements, hence vacuously IDF, and the polynomial ring R[T ] is not IDF. This
resolves an open question. It is also shown that some subrings R of the ring of
Gaussian integers known to be IDPF also have the property that R[T ] is not
IDPF.

Introduction
Grams and Warner introduced the concept of IDF (irreducible-divisors-ﬁnite) in
[8]. This concept has been further studied in [3], [2], and [1]. The following question
was raised in [3] and also in [1]: Does R IDF imply that the ring of polynomials
R[T ] is IDF? We say that IDF ascends to R[T ] if this is true. For a non-zero element
a in an integral domain, R, let Dn (a) denote the set of non-associate irreducible
if for
divisors of an . The domain R is IDPF (irreducible-divisors-of-powers-ﬁnite)

D
(a)
is
ﬁnite.
The
domain
is
IDF
every non-zero element a in R, the union ∞
n
n=1
if D1 (a) is ﬁnite for every non-zero element a. The ascent question can also be
asked about IDPF and was asked in [12].
We give some examples when IDF and IDPF ascend to R[T ]. First we recall that
a domain is atomic if every non-zero element that is not a unit is a ﬁnite product
of irreducible elements (atoms) in R. Any Noetherian domain is atomic. It was
shown in [2] that if R is atomic and IDF, then IDF ascends to R[T ]. We shall see
that R atomic and IDPF need not imply that R[T ] is IDPF. The standard proof
that factoriality ascends to R[T ] factorial adapts to show that if R is GCD and IDF
(respectively, IDPF), then IDF (respectively, IDPF) ascends to R[T ]. The ring of
algebraic integers, Z, is vacuously IDPF because it has no atoms. Also Z is Bézout,
(see Theorem 102 of [10]), hence GCD. Consequently, IDF and IDPF ascend from
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Z to Z[T ]. As pointed out in [15], the statement on ascent is also valid if GCD is
replaced by pre-Schreier. See [4] for the deﬁnition of pre-Schreier.
Theorem 2.2 shows that some subrings of the ring of Gaussian integers provide
concrete counterexamples to ascent for IDPF. Counterexamples to ascent for IDF
and IDPF follow from Theorem 2.4. The inductive construction of the domain in
the proof of this theorem bears some resemblance to Artin’s construction of the
algebraic closure of a ﬁeld in [11]. The examples in [7], [13], and in Proposition 2.4
of [12] are also constructed inductively.
In this paper all rings are integral domains and U (R) will denote the unit group
of R. Also R will denote the integral closure of R, R[T ] denotes the polynomial
ring in the variable T , and K denotes a ﬁeld.
We thank Muhammad Zafrullah for his interest in this work and for sending us
relevant papers.
1. Examples of ascent
We begin by recalling several results.
Theorem 1.1 (Finiteness of Integral Closure ([16], Volume I, Chapter V, Theorem 9)). Let A be an integral domain which is a ﬁnitely generated algebra over k.
Let K be the quotient ﬁeld of A and let L be a ﬁnite algebraic extension of K. Then
the integral closure A of A in L is a ﬁnitely generated A-module, and also a ﬁnitely
generated K-algebra.
Theorem 1.2 ([2], Corollary 3). Let R be a Noetherian domain with R a ﬁnitely
generated R-module. Then R is atomic and IDF if and only if U (R )/U (R) is ﬁnite.
Theorem 1.2 implies that the subrings of the Gaussian integers that contain the
ring of integers are all IDF. Proposition 2.16 of [12] tells us when they are also
IDPF. Theorem 1.2 also implies that if R is a K-subalgebra of K[T ] that contains
all but ﬁnitely many monomials of K[T ], then R is IDF.
Theorem 1.3 ([3], Proposition 5.3). A domain R is atomic and IDF if and only
if R[T ] is atomic and IDF.
Theorem 1.4 ([12], Corollary 3.3). A Krull domain, in particular a Noetherian
integrally closed domain, is IDPF.
Let R be the coordinate ring of a non-singular variety. The localization of R at
each of its maximal ideals is a regular local ring, hence factorial, by Theorem 5.1
of [9]. This implies that R is integrally closed. As R is also Noetherian, R is Krull.
Thus R[T ] is also Krull (see [6], VII, Section 1, Proposition 13). Thus we get the
following corollary of Theorem 1.4.
Corollary 1.5. The coordinate ring R of a non-singular variety is IDPF and IDPF
ascends to R[T ].
Theorem 1.1 provides more examples of ascent of IDPF starting with A as the
ring R of Corollary 1.5.
Before continuing let us show that the IDPF-analogue of Theorem 1.2 fails. Let R
be a K-subalgebra of K[T ] that contains all but ﬁnitely many monomials of K[T ],
for example R = K[T 2 , T 3 ]. In [12] it was shown in Proposition 4.1 that when
charK = 0, then R is not IDPF. (Speciﬁcally, T 2 (T − 1)n , n ≥ 1, is irreducible in
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K[T 2 , T 3 ] and (T 2 −T 3 )n = T 2 (1−T )n T 2n−2 . Thus, D(T 2 (T −1)) is inﬁnite. Hence
R = K[T 2 , T 3 ] is not IDPF.) On the other hand, R = K[T ] and U (R) = U (K[T ]).
A simpler example is provided by Z[5i], which has unit group of ﬁnite index in
that of Z[i] but the former is not IDPF, by Proposition 2.16 of [12].
The failure of the IDPF-analogue of Theorem 1.3 is more involved. It will provide
an explicit example of the failure of ascent for IDPF in Section 2.
Results and examples in [12] suggest that IDPF may distinguish types of singularities of varieties. We have no proofs, but in dimension > 1, Example 1.6 shows
that the coordinate ring of a singular variety may be IDPF. Coincidentally, within
this example is an easy example of an integrally closed local ring that is not regular.
Example 1.6. Let R = K[X, Y, Z]/XY − Z 2 . Let M = X, Y, Z ⊆ R. In RM
we have XY = Z 2 . Thus RM is not factorial, and hence not a regular local ring (see
[10], Chapter 4). But R is integrally closed because it is equal to R[X −1 ] ∩ R[Y −1 ]
(or see Lemma 2.12 of [13]). Therefore, R is Noetherian and integrally closed, so
R is IDPF, by Theorem 1.4. This is also an example of the coordinate ring of a
singular variety for which IDPF ascends.
Lest we leave the impression that the coordinate rings of varieties are always
IDF, we give the following examples.
Example 1.7. Let R = K[X, Y ]/Y 2 − (X 4 − X 3 ), where charK = 0. Since R is
Y 2
Y
) = X 2 − X shows that R contains X
.
Noetherian, it is atomic. The equation ( X
Y
Y
−1

Let p = 2 X + 2X − 1. Then p = −2 X + 2X − 1 and p are in R . Therefore,
R = K[p, p−1 ] and U (R )/U (R) is inﬁnite, so by Theorem 1.2, R is not IDF.
Example 1.8. Again in characteristic zero, consider the coordinate ring of the
curve X 2 (1 + Y 2 )3 = (1 − Y 2 )2 . We have the unit (1 + Y 2 )−1 = 14 [(1 + Y 2 )2 X 2 +
2 2

) X
3 − Y 2 ]. In R , we have p = (1+Y
with p2 = 1 + Y 2 , a unit. Also in R , we
1−Y 2
have q = p + Y and q −1 = p − Y . Here 2pq = (q + q −1 )q = q 2 + 1, a unit. No power
of q 2 + 1 is in R since none is uniquely deﬁned at the point (X = 0, Y = 1) of the
curve. So R = K[q, q −1 , (q 2 + 1)−1 ]. As in Example 1.7, R is not IDF.

The next result is an IDF/IDPF analogue of the classical result on factorial
domains. Our proof is an adaptation of the proof in Chapter 4 of [11]. We refer to
[10, pp. 32-42], for properties of GCD-domains. In particular, if R is GCD, so is
R[T ].
Theorem 1.9. If R is a GCD-domain and IDF (respectively, IDPF), then R[T ] is
also GCD and IDF (respectively, IDPF).
Proof. The classical argument using content shows that the multiplicative set of
primitive polynomials in R[T ] has unique factorization into irreducibles – the same
irreducibles as in K[T ], where K is the quotient ﬁeld of R. (This implies that every
irreducible polynomial in R[T ] is prime.)
We now show that R[T ] is also IDF (respectively, IDPF). Let f ∈ R[T ]. Since
R is IDF (respectively, IDPF), we may assume that f has positive degree. Since R
is GCD, we may assume that f is primitive.
Since irreducibles are prime, if f = p1 · · · pr where pi is irreducible, then these
pi are the only irreducibles dividing f . We deduce that there are at most deg f of
them. For the same reason, D(f ) = D1 (f ), so R[T ] is IDF (respectively, IDPF). 
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It follows from Theorem 1.9 that if R is a valuation domain, then R[T ] is IDPF,
hence IDF, a fact already noted for IDF in [3].
In [12] we determined when subrings of the Gaussian integers are IDPF. In some
of these cases IDPF ascends to the polynomial ring. This allows us to give an
example of ascent which is not integrally closed.
Theorem 1.10. If n = 2k for some positive integer k, then Z[ni][T ] is IDPF.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove that if f ∈ Z[i][T ], then f n ∈ Z[ni][T ]. Write f = A + Bi,
2k
where A and B are polynomials in Z[T ]. As shown in Lemma 2.11 of [12], 2l+1
is
divisible by 2k for l a positive integer and 2l + 1 < 2k . These are the imaginary
terms in the binomial expansion of (A + Bi)n . Therefore, (A + Bi)n ∈ Z[ni][T ].
We now imitate the proof of Proposition 2.13 of [12] with n = 2k . We have the
analogue of Lemma 2.12 of [12] with Z[i][T ] and Z[ni][T ] replacing Z[i] and Z[ni]
respectively: for f ∈ Z[ni][T ], if D(f ) is inﬁnite, then there is a factor f1 of f in
Z[i][T ] such that for any integer l > 0, there is an integer j with jn > l and f1jn in
Z[ni][T ]. Write f1n = E + nF i for E, F polynomials in Z[T ].
Suppose now that the content of E is odd. Choose g ∈ D(f ) so that the exponent
on f1 is greater than 2n. Then g = f12n g1 = (E + nF i)2 g1 for some g1 ∈ Z[i][T ].
Examining imaginary parts and recalling that g ∈ Z[ni][T ] gives that n | E 2 Img1 .
Since the content of E 2 is odd, n | Img1 . Thus g1 ∈ Z[ni][T ]. This contradicts the
irreducibility of g.
Finally, suppose 2m is the largest power of 2 that divides the content of E.
(In the case treated above, m = 0.) Then n divides E l for some positive integer
l. Choose g ∈ D(f ) so that the exponent on f1 is greater than 2ln. Then g =
f12ln g1 = (E + nF i)2l g1 . As above, n divides E l Img1 , so (E + nF i)l g1 ∈ Z[ni][T ].
But now g has a factor of (E + nF i)l in Z[ni][T ], contradicting that g is irreducible.
Hence D(f ) is ﬁnite for every f ∈ Z[ni][T ], so Z[ni][T ] is IDPF.

2. Counterexamples to ascent
The ﬁrst result in this section provides a family of explicit counterexamples to
ascent of IDPF from R to R[T ].
In [12] it is shown that if the positive integer n has no prime divisors p with
p ≡ 1(mod 4), then the subring R = Z[ni] = {a + nbi : a, b ∈ Z} of the Gaussian
integers is IDPF. Since R is Noetherian, it is atomic and by Theorem 1.2 it is IDF.
Hence by Theorem 1.3, R[T ] is IDF. Theorem 2.2 shows that R[T ] is not IDPF.
Lemma 2.1. Let k be an odd positive integer. For any odd prime p that divides k,
r
let k = pr m, where p does not divide m. Then pr does not divide pprm .
Proof. We need only consider the factors of
pr m(pr m−p)···(pr m−(pr −p))
.
pr (pr −p)···(pr −(pr −p))

pr m
pr

that are divisible by p. The

latter is
Comparing the p-factors of the numerator and
denominator and noting that p does not divide m, we see that p does not divide
pr m
pr m
r

pr . Hence p does not divide pr .
Theorem 2.2. Let n be a positive integer for which Z[ni] is IDPF. If n is not a
power of 2, then Z[ni][T ] is not IDPF.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that for k any odd positive integer, the polynomial fn =
n(1 + 2iT )k is irreducible in Z[ni] or has a factor of the form n1 (1 + 2iT )k , where
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n1 | n. Since (1 + 2iT ) is irreducible in Z[i][T ], any factorization of n(1 + 2iT )k
is of the form (n1 (1 + 2iT )k1 )(n2 (1 + 2iT )k2 ), where one of k1 and k2 is odd and
the other is even. Suppose k1 is odd and 1 < n1 < n. In order for a polynomial
to be in Z[ni][T ], the coeﬃcient of each monomial with imaginary coeﬃcient must
be a multiple of n. Therefore n | 2k1 n1 . (This is the coeﬃcient of the last term of
the binomial expansion of n1 (1 + 2iT )k1 . It is imaginary because k1 is odd.) With
n = 2l s with s an odd integer, weget that
 s | n1 . So n1 = ss1 for some positive
integer s1 . Now go to k2 . Then n | 2n12 k2 . (This is the second term in the binomial
expansion of n2 (1 + 2iT )k2 and is imaginary.) Suppose some odd divisor, s2 > 1,
of n divides n2 . This contradicts the fact that the odd component, s, of n divides
n1 and n = n1 n2 . Therefore, some odd prime divisor of n divides k2 . Lemma 2.1
implies that some imaginary component of n2 (1 + 2iT )k2 is not divisible by n. So
in the alleged factorization of n(1 + 2iT )k , some factor is not in Z[ni][T ]. If k1 = k,
the above argument gives n1 | n. So we have proved that for k any odd positive
integer the polynomial fn = n(1 + 2iT )k is irreducible in Z[ni] or has a factor of
the form n1 (1 + 2iT )k , where n1 | n.
One of these irreducible factors n1 (1 + 2iT )k divides (n(1 + 2iT ))k so that
D(n(1 + 2iT )) is inﬁnite. So if n is not a power of 2, then Z[ni][T ] is not IDPF. 
To construct a counterexample for ascent of IDF, ﬁrst we describe a general
construction. Let S be any domain and r ∈ S a non-zero non-unit. Consider
σr (S) = S[X, Y ]/XY − r. Then we have shown in [12] that σr (S) is a domain
with no new units. We can also deduce this from the lemma below using t = 0, 1.
Lemma 2.3. If t ∈ S and f ∈ σr (S) is a divisor of t in σr (S), then f is of the
form aX n or aY n with a ∈ S, and ar n is a divisor of t in S.
Proof. Let f g = t for f, g ∈ σr (S) and let f = a−n Y n + · · · + a−1 Y + a0 + a1 X +
· · · + am X m , g = b−k Y k + · · · + bl X l . As in ([12]) this implies f = an X n and
g = bn Y n (or vice versa). Thus f g = t = an bn r n .

We refer to σr (S) as a splitting of r in S, since it provides new factors without
new units. Note that σ can be iterated (with new polynomial variables) to split
many elements. In particular, σr∞ splits r in inﬁnitely many ways.
Lemma 2.4. Let D be a domain and let R = D[Ai , Bi , Ci , i = 1, 2, . . .]/I, where I
is the ideal of the polynomial ring generated by
pi = Ai Ci − A1 C1 for i > 1,
qi = Bi Ci − B1 C1 for i > 1,
rij = Ai Bj − Aj Bi for i < j.
Order the variables by A1  B1  C1  A2  B2  . . . (so that An1 < B1 for any
n, etc.). Then the relations pi , qi , rij form a Gröbner basis for I over D. Thus R
can be regarded as the reduced polynomials with respect to these relations.
Proof. The corresponding S-polynomials (as in [14]) are as follows:

A1 C1 Aj Cj − A1 C1 Ai Ci if i = j,
S(pi , pj ) =
0
if i = j.
The former reduces using pi and pj . Also

Ai Ci Ak Bj − A1 C1 Aj Bk
S(pi , rjk ) =
Ak Bi Ci − A1 C1 Bk

if i = j(< k),
if i = j(< k).
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The former reduces using pi and rjk . The latter reduces using rik and qi .
Similarly for the qj ’s,

Ai Ci B1 C1 − Bj Cj A1 C1 if i = j,
S(pi , qj ) =
if i = j.
Ai B1 C1 − A1 C1 Bi
The former reduces using pi and qj . The latter reduces using r1i . Also
⎧
Ai Bj Al Bk − Aj Bi Ak Bl if i = k, j = l,
⎪
⎪
⎨
if i = k, j = l,
Al Bi Bj − Aj B1 Bl
S(rij , rkl ) =
A
B
−
A
A
B
if i = k, j = l,
A
⎪
l
l
k
l
k
i
⎪
⎩
0
if i = k, j = l.
The ﬁrst reduces using rij and rkl . The second reduces using rjl or rlj . The
third reduces using rik or rki .
Since all S-polynomials reduce to 0 with respect to the relations, the relations
form a Gröbner basis of the ideal I (see [14], Theorem 1.2.1). In fact this is a
reduced Gröbner basis of I.
Alternatively, we may check the overlap ambiguities of Bergman ([5]).
An overlap ambiguity occurs in Aj Bj Cj for j > 1. But Aj Bj Cj reduces to
A1 Bj C1 , which in turn reduces to Aj B1 C1 . The other way, Aj Bj Cj reduces immediately to Aj B1 C1 .
Similarly, for j > i > 1, Ai Bj Cj reduces to Aj Bi Cj , and then to A1 Bi C1 . Also
Ai Bj Cj may reduce to Ai B1 C1 , and thence to A1 Bi C1 .

Recall from [3] that an irreducible element is also called an atom. Consequently
we say that a domain with no atoms is atomless.
Theorem 2.5. Every countable integral domain embeds in a countable atomless
domain R∞ such that R∞ [T ] is not IDF.
Proof. Let D be any countable domain and construct the R of Lemma 2.4. Since
the relations form a Gröbner basis we regard R as the reduced elements of the
polynomials in the A, B, C.
Note that there are no reductions involving B1 . Hence if B1 f = 0, and f is
reduced, then there are no reductions in B1 f , so f = 0 already. So B1 is a non-zero
∞
divisor in R. Thus R embeds in R[B1−1 ]. But R[B1−1 ] ∼
(D[A1 , B1 , B1−1 , C1 ])
= σB
1 C1
with the Bi and Ci providing the splittings for B1 C1 and Aj = A1 B1−1 Bj . This is
a domain by the remark preceding Lemma 2.3. So R is a domain.
Now note that R is graded (with each variable of degree one). Thus the only
units of R are those of D, and there are no linear relations (the grade one part of
R is free over D on the variables). Thus each variable is irreducible.
Now R is countable, so let R1 be the union of the splittings σr (R) for each of
the countably 
many irreducibles r in R (up to associates). Repeat the procedure
to get R∞ = Ri , having no irreducibles, or enumerate the irreducibles {ri } of
R and formR1 = . . . σr3 (σr2 (σr1 (R))), still countable. Repeat to get R2 , R3 , etc.,
and R∞ = Ri .
Suppose Ai , Bi have a common non-unit divisor f in R∞ . Let f ∈ Rk where k is
(0)
(1)
(j)
(j−1)
minimal. Now Rk−1 = Rk−1 ⊆ Rk−1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Rk , where each Rk−1 = σrj (Rk−1 )
(j−1)

for an irreducible rj ∈ Rk−1 . So assume f ∈ σrj (Rk−1 ) for j minimal. By the
(j−1)

lemma, f = aX n (or aY n )) with a ∈ Rk−1 and Ai and Bi have the common non(j−1)

unit divisor a ∈ Rk−1 . Since j was minimal, Ai and Bi have a common non-unit
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divisor in Rk−1 . Since k was minimal, Ai and Bi have a common non-unit factor
in R. Both are irreducible in R, hence associated. Since R is graded, any unit of
R is in D. But αAi cannot be reduced to Bi for any 0 = α ∈ K. Hence we have a
contradiction, and so Ai and Bi have no common factor in R∞ .
Now let Ai Ci = A and Bi Ci = B. In R∞ [T ], the polynomial AT +B has inﬁnitely
many non-associated irreducible divisors Ai T + Bi for i = 1, 2, . . . . Therefore,
R∞ [T ] is not IDF, while R∞ has no irreducibles, so it is vacuously IDF.

Some problems.
(1) It is likely that countable is dispensable in Theorem 2.5, but we do not
know.
(2) In [12] there are various examples of varieties whose coordinate rings are or
are not IDPF. One could then ask for a geometric characterization of those
varieties whose coordinate rings are IDPF.
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